
March 16, 2022 

 

Town of Williston Planning Commission  

Attn: Matt Boulanger 
7900 Williston Road  

Williston. VT 05495 
 

Subject:  Taft Corners – proposed Form Based Code 

 

Dear Commissioners: 

 

Polly (Formerly Dealerpolicy), Winooski Insurance, and 3JT, LLC would like to thank all of the members, staff, and 

consultants for their work in creating a vision for the future of Taft Corners that is more walkable, vibrant and sets the 

framework for a strong local economy for many years to come. As one of the fastest growing businesses in Chittenden 

County Polly  currently employs  _ workers nationwide and _ in our Williston Headquarters at 2300 St. George Road.  

The former TD Bank building sat almost empty for many years and we have invested heavily in this property. We also 

have plans to develop the property further as evidenced by our pre-application submitted in August 2020 (DP 21-013) 

which was viewed favorably by staff at the time.  The project stalled for obvious reasons due to Covid-19 pandemic and 

concerns from our tenant TD Bank.  Our business is strong and continues to grow and we are now looking again at the 

future use of our property, and TD Bank has expressed interest as well in being a key tenant in the new building.  

Until late February 2022, we were completely unaware of the significant changes that have been occurring in the 

planning for Taft Corners, but over the past few weeks have come to partially understand the magnitude of these 

proposed changes.  Most of them are positive and we would be in favor of architectural design and standards for 

buildings that define Taft Corners, more walkability, and more housing.  We would prefer to build closer to the street 

than was allowed before and taller, and allow more uses in the structure, which are all guiding principals in Form Based 

Code.  We do have some concerns. 

The proposed FBC Regulating Plan calls for a significant portion of our property to become City streets, and our 

understanding is these streets shall be paid for by us (the developer) should we chose to invest in any new development 

of our property. It is in entirely unclear how these costs will impact our ability to proceed, or the process for which we 

might be paid for the underlying real estate to be taken by the Town.  

There is a new (unnamed) north-south street that connect Wright Ave to future (Hoar – we prefer Bruce Ave.). This new 

street conflicts with our parking lot to the existing building on the west side, and more importantly does not match up 

with the new Aldi’s grocery store, to the south.  Therefore, we request this road be eliminated, or absent that, moved 

150 feet to the west to better align with the new grocery store site plan. We have confirmed with JL Davis Realty and 

Taft Corners Associates that we can connect our project in the future through and easement to Wright Avenue.    



We ask that flat roofs and up to 5 story buildings be allowed in this location, and maximum size building foot print be 

increased to 20,000 SF. If the vision is to create something special, there must be incentives for higher density and larger 

buildings to afford the requirements being asked of the developers, otherwise we believe development will be stifled, 

and the vision will not be realized.  

We would also ask there be specific provisions written into the code to address stormwater. The State regulations will 

be difficult or impossible to comply with and the only approach that makes sense is to have a community-based 

stormwater treatment system owned, managed and operated by the Town.  If we are re-developing the land and need 

use large portions of it to treat stormwater, it will not be feasible to realize the architectural vision of walkable city 

blocks. You only need to look across the street at the pond for Maple Tree Place that takes up an enormous amount of 

valuable real estate in Taft Corners, surely this could have been planned differently under a larger master plan for the 

neighborhood vs. a property centric development.      

Thank you for your consideration,  

 

Jeff Mongeon (on behalf of 3JT, LLC)       


